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MITBA AIMS TO DRIVE TRANSFORMATION IN THE INSURANCE BROKING INDUSTRY WHILST GIVING
BACK TO OUR COMMUNITY

MITBA takes the lead with their 2021 plans which aim to
'Drive Transformation In The Insurance Brokerage Industry Whilst Giving Back To Malaysians'.
To commemorate its milestone, MITBA announced their 2021 plans as a driving force behind innovating the
industry for the new decade. In light of the global pandemic, a special highlight in this year’s plans include,
fundraising efforts led by the 28 member broking houses of MITBA for pandemic-affected communities. To
amplify efforts further, MITBA has been conducting monthly virtual informative industry talks that seek to
empower Malaysians and the members, 1,400 brokers, with more savvy consumer knowledge.
Alongside MITBA’s recent developing partnership efforts with other industry associations, universities and nonprofit organizations, MITBA aims to educate and enrich brokers and the public on the industrial changes of 2020
to champion 2021 with the right resources and tools to upskill into the next phase of our ‘New Normal’.

CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE
VICKY RAJARATNAM
Dear MITBA CEOs and Fellow Members,
Firstly, I would like to wish all our member companies and their respective staff, a very safe and healthy situation in view
of the Covid-19 Pandemic. I welcome members of MITBA to our very first MITBA E-Newsletter commencing this year.
We are proud that we have initiated this E-Newsletter for the very first time and hopefully, we can have it regularly with
insightful updates for our members. I hope that our members will be kind enough to also contribute worthy articles to be
published in the newsletter for circulation accordingly.
I would like to state that the current Management Committee (MC) consisting of eight members have been elected and
have served MITBA from 2019 to 2021. In September, it would be the end of their two-year term of office. Nevertheless,
they have been of great service and have contributed their valuable time and effort to ensure that MITBA is managed
efficiently while innovating in the current climate.
(A list of the projects carried out by the MC members will be listed in another section of this newsletter for members to
view.)
Members must bear in mind that in regards to the Covid situation, it was extremely onerous to conduct many of our
plans for our term. Although we were unsuccessful in areas that required physical presence for participation in the
events planned, we however were able to accomplish success in several objectives of our plans by exploring the digital
space.
In this respect, I would like to thank all members of the Management Committee for their valuable contribution and
support in all of our plans to ensure total success. I would also like to take this opportunity to thank all our staff at the
MITBA office who have also tirelessly worked hard to ensure all directives given by the MC were executed competently.
The staff have also managed and handled all enquiries from our fellow members to their best ability and this must be
appreciated too.
Lastly, a special and big thank you to our newly appointed Public Relations Agency, MTalent Asia, especially to Mr
Reza and Ms Kashmeera. They have done a wonderful job in helping to get MITBA highlighted on media platforms and
social media such as Facebook and LinkedIn.
All digital posters for the respective webinars held recently and the CEO’s write-ups were also designed accordingly by
them. Overall, the PR personnel willingly provided help and cooperation to the MC and MITBA to date, and for that, I
once again thank them for their valuable effort to promote MITBA.
Before I end, I would also like to thank all our MITBA Members for the full support and cooperation given to the
Management Committee during their tenure of service. We sincerely apologise if there were any issues that the current
MC had failed to execute as per the expectations of the members. The MC and I would like to wish all members every
success despite the difficult times we are currently facing.
Stay Safe and Take Care.
Vicky Rajaratnam
Chairman of Malaysian Insurance and Takaful Brokers Association (MITBA)

MITBA FUNDRAISING & VIRTUAL
WEBINAR LAUNCH

In light of the global pandemic, a special highlight in this year’s plans include fundraising efforts that aim to
accumulate RM 70,000 led by the 28 member broking houses of MITBA which will help aid our pandemicaffected communities and other charitable organizations with necessary technological gadgets for education
purposes. MITBA also launched their monthly virtual webinars with Abdul Halim Jantan, CEO & Director of
Sterling Group Sdn Bhd where he shared about the rapid industry changes and influence of technologically
advanced solutions for a sustainable model in "The Next Normal".
It's time to shift mindsets and be entrepreneurial in this dynamic industry!

RM46,500
RAISED
TODATE

FOR MEMBERS ONLY

AUGUST WEBINAR
HIGHLIGHT
BY SENIOR ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
SITI ZAKIAH BINTI CHE MAN
Join Mrs Siti Zakiah as she shares about understanding
the provisions of Section 17A and individual/corporate
liability. In this webinar, she will also be sharing insights
and guidance on the implementation of adequate
procedures in organisations.

4TH AUGUST 2021,WEDNESDAY
10:00AM - 12:00PM
RSVP TO OUR FREE WEBINAR & JOIN US
VIRTUALLY AT
HTTPS://FORMS.GLE/SO8WWGXJNVM7J
OMQ5

MEDIA
HIGHLIGHTS
25 MAY 2021

MITBA ON
BFM89.9
WHY YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS AN INSURANCE
BROKER

CLICK HERE
TO LISTEN!

In conjunction with the Malaysian Insurance and Takaful
Brokers Association’s 45th anniversary, Vicky Rajaratnam,
Chairman of the Malaysian Insurance and Takaful Brokers
Association (MITBA) shares about the evolving role of
brokers during this pandemic, and how they’re slowly
emerging from behind the shadows of their industry
counterparts - the insurance agents. He also discusses
how brokers are helping SMEs expand business
protection, via financial insurance and policies that cover
business interruptions.

29 JUNE 2021

MITBA ON
RINGGIT BYTES
If you are a business owner or thinking about starting
your own business, it's important to protect your business
against risks like fire, burglary or even equipment
breakdown. Here's where business insurance comes in.
In this episode of Ringgit Bytes, Vicky Rajaratnam,
Chairman of the Malaysian Insurance and Takaful
Brokers Association (MITBA) shares about business
insurance, its importance, and how we can get it.

Click link below to full interview:
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?
v=4578680158823531

MEDIA
HIGHLIGHTS
12 JULY 2021

MITBA ON ASTRO
AWANI
#AWANIPAGI: INSURANS MELINDUNGI PERNIAGAAN
ANDA?

In this LIVE interview on Astro Awani, Shahrizal Bin
Shahruddin, Deputy Chairman of Malaysian Insurance
and Takaful Brokers Association (MITBA) shares current
industry changes and different types of policies the public
can explore to protect their businesses during these tough
times. He also dives into the history of MITBA and
explains further the process and benefits of becoming an
insurance broker in Malaysia.

CLICK HERE!

13 JULY 2021

MITBA ON
RINGGIT BYTES
While business insurance can protect your business
against risks like fire or equipment breakdown, can it also
protect you from loss of profits and revenue?
In this episode of Ringgit Bytes, BFM speaks to Zainal
Abidin Mohd Noor, Committee Member of Technical
Services at the Malaysian Insurance and Takaful Brokers
Association (MITBA), to discuss business interruption
insurance, what it covers, and how you can get it.

Click link below to full interview:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=L8FnF8MRHiw

'It is important to know that any new technology
will require an understanding of it before one can
hope to assess its risk exposures in order to
come out with an advise on the best insurance
solution.'

ZAINAL NOOR
CEO / Director of Alloy Insurance
Brokers Sdn Bhd

LEADERS
OF THE
INDUSTRY

'As risk management advisors, adapting to this
hybrid insurance experience is important, in which
human advisors and digital processes work in a
complementary fashion to offer their customers a
thus far unprecedented combination of accuracy,
convenience, and speed in the process of
obtaining coverage.'

YB DATO’ HAJJAH NORAIMI
CEO of Anika Insurance Sdn Bhd

'With virtual meetings and training, the youth of
today can join an industry where they can benefit
not only from the local insurance knowledge but
also have access to the overseas insurance
industry as well.'

RAFIDAH ADENAN
CEO of Perinsuran (Brokar) Sdn Bhd

MITBA CEO
HIGHLIGHT
'The expectations and roles of brokers have
changed drastically. There is a greater desire for
flexibility and virtualization in working style. It is a
more pluralistic view of career options and paths,
new management styles based on collaborations
and coaching and a clearer understanding of the
contribution and remuneration linked to it.'

DEDI SYARIPUDDIN
CEO of Rosegate Insurance Sdn Bhd

MITBA’S
SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
2019-2021

WE HAVE SUCCESSFULLY
COMPLETED 6 WEBINARS
(MARCH - AUG)

Rebuilt and revamped MITBA Website with a fresh look
Launched fundraising initiatives for charitable organizations to equip the
community in need with technological devices
Created a social media account for MITBA on Facebook and a business
account on LinkedIn

Inspiring Leadership Through
Change: ‘Of Dreams and
Nightmares’ by Halim Jantan,
CEO of Sterling Insurance
Brokers Sdn Bhd

Introduced 'Leaders of the Industry' where we feature CEOs sharing their
journey and industry insights for our community
BFM Radio Interview with Vicky Rajaratnam, Chairman of MITBA to create
awareness to the public on MITBA's initiatives and the role of brokers in the
new age
BFM on Ringgit Bytes - two video talk shows with Vicky Rajaratnam,
Chairman of MITBA and Zainal Noor Mohd Noor, Technical Committee
Member
Finalising the Memorandum of Understanding, to be signed soon with
University Institute Technology MARA (UiTM) and Inti International University
in relation to creating awareness of brokers in the insurance Industry with the
students' concern
Live Broadcast Interview addressing MITBA's initiatives and a broker's role in
the insurance industry on Astro Awani with Shahrizal Bin Shahruddin, Deputy
Chairman of MITBA in Bahasa Malaysia

Pandemic Perspective to the
C.A.R Policy by Ir. Pooba
Mahalingam, Regional Risk
Consultant of Talent Asia
Training & Consulting (TATC)
Singapore

Is A Captive Right For You? by
Eddy PK Hon, Executive
Director of HBG Malaysia Sdn
Bhd
On Risk Management - An
Insurance Perspective by Abdul
Razak Shakor, Founder &
Managing Director of Esperanza
Management Advisors Sdn Bhd

Launched MITBA's very first E-Newsletter for circulation to members,
insurers and the general public

LIST OF PROJECTS MITBA WERE
INCAPABLE TO EXECUTE DUE TO
THE COVID - 19 PANDEMIC
A major conference on Business Continuity Programme by a leading expert
from London for MITBA members, clients and various corporate organisations
A CSR Charity Event for various orphanage homes (Example: A movie outing
with food and drinks provided)
A CSR programme to visit an old folks’ home to provide monetary donations
and a meal to have together

On Takaful Insurance And Its
Principles by Mohamed Sabri
Ramli, CEO of Syarikat Takaful
Malaysia Am Berhad

A Webinar On Section 17A
MACC Act 2009: Corporate
Criminal Liability –
Are We Prepared For It? by
Mrs Siti Zakiah Binti Che Man
Senior Assistant Commissioner
Head of Research and Initiative
Section, Inspection and
Consultation Division of
Malaysia Anti-Corruption
Commission

The annual overseas CEO’s Conference for two consecutive years of 2020
and 2021
The regular direct briefings and discussions with Bank Negara personnel
pertaining to matters involving the brokers and industry
In conjunction with MITBA’s 45th Anniversary, three planned events did not
materialise:
Bowling tournament for the staff of MITBA members’ companies

>190
MONTHLY
PARTICIPANTS

Golf tournament for all members, insurers, reinsurers, etc. in the
insurance industry
45th MITBA Anniversary Dinner for the whole Insurance industry
Click here for more information!

GET TO KNOW OUR TEAM!

MITBA
MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE
MEMBERS
2019 - 2021

MR JEFFERY HO (PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE), MR FRANCIS CHAN (SECRETARY), MR
WAN MUZAMIR (EDUCATION COMMITTEE), MR VICKY RAJARATNAM (CHAIRMAN & PUBLIC
RELATIONS COMMITTEE), MR ZAINAL NOOR (TECHNICAL COMMITTEE), MR PHUNG YOKE
BOO (TREASURER) AND MR SHAHRIZAL (DEPUTY CHAIRMAN & TECHNICAL COMMITTEE).
ABSENT:- MR FADZIL KALLAHAN (EDUCATION COMMITTEE)

MITBA SECRETARIAT
MS CHEE MAY YEU, GENERAL MANAGER
May has been with the association since 2016. She bears the overall management
and responsibility for the effective and efficient running of the MITBA Secretariat. Her
role encompasses the development and implementation of strategies set by the
Management Committee, liaising with Regulators, Insurance and Trade Associations
in Malaysia and abroad.
Working closely with the Management Committee and members of the Association, she
collaborates to elevate their status through improved standards of training and ethical
practice, providing support to members as a one-stop centre for their enquiries. She
brings with her a multi-faceted experience gathered from over 30 years in the insurance
broking industry. May is a member of the ICAEW and MIA and her initial attachment
began as a finance manager at Bain Clarkson, moving on to take the roles of Head of
Claims, Employee Benefits and finally as Director of Operations at JLT Malaysia.

MS JOSEPHINE LOUIS, ASSISTANT MANAGER
Josephine became part of the team in 2015. She performs the administrative functions
and assists the General Manager to oversee the daily supervision of operations and
tasks efficiently and effectively to ensure the smooth running of the Association. She
communicates and assists members of the Association to the best of her ability to
establish and maintain good ties between the members and the Association.
She has ample administrative experience from her previous work at a training centre
and has also spent a few years at MARIM, an affiliated association in this industry.

MS NUR FATIN, ADMIN ASSISTANT
Fatin, our newest staff member joined us in 2020. She handles all the front-line support
functions of administrative nature to ensure the smooth running of the Association. She
works closely with members of the Association in building strong working relationships.
She is a recent graduate in IT from a local university and this is a prerequisite to her
undertaking some of the computer-related tasks at the secretariat.

FOLLOW US FOR MORE UPDATES!

©2020 MITBA. All rights reserved.
The Malaysian Insurance And Takaful Brokers Association (MITBA)
is Malaysia’s only statutory association approved by Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) to represent the
interest of insurance and takaful brokers. MITBA has 28 members in the benefit that employs more
than 1,400 professionally trained personnel providing insurance and takaful solutions for essentially
every community across the country. As a non-profit organization, MITBA is neither an insurance
company nor does it sell insurance products or represent insurance companies.
READ MORE

http://www.mitba.org.my/
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